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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for accessing a downgrade memory and a down 
grade memory apparatus are provided. The downgrade 
memory apparatus comprises at least one management unit 
and a controller. The management unit comprises a plurality 
of blocks, each block having a plurality of pages, and each 
page having a plurality of sectors, the downgrade memory 
having a plurality of non-accessible sectors. The controller is 
configured to parse a write command corresponding to a 
special block, to select at least one accessible sector accord 
ing to a status information of the special block and to program 
the write command to the special block, wherein the status 
information indicates at least one non-accessible sector in the 
special block. Thereby the method and the apparatus of down 
grade memory may as well omit the non-accessible sectors as 
enhance the usage memory capacity in accordance with the 
status information. 
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DOWNGRADE MEMORY APPARATUS, AND 
METHOD FOR ACCESSINGADOWNGRADE 

MEMORY 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a Continuation Application of 
U.S. application Ser. No. 12/168.955 filed on Jul. 8, 2008, the 
disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a downgrade 
memory apparatus and a method for accessing a downgrade 
memory. More particularly, the present invention relates to a 
downgrade memory apparatus capable of recording bad sec 
tors in a block. 
0004 2. Descriptions of the Related Art 
0005 Usually, memories may have some defects during 
manufacturing. The defected memories would be sifted out 
from qualified memories during a quality control process, and 
are not applied in markets. However, the defected memory is 
still used well by a specific procedure. The defected memory 
may as well include some defects as be reused. Such memory 
is called a downgrade memory. 
0006. The aforementioned defects including defected 
blocks that cannot be accessed, defected connection between 
elements of the memory, and etc. Once a memory is deter 
mined as a downgrade memory during manufacturing, the 
downgrade memory may be dumped and the cost of products 
increases. However, some downgrade memories only have 
few defects and still good at most parts thereof. For example, 
a downgrade memory may be designed to have 1 Gigabits, 
but actually only has 600 Mega bits accessible space. Once 
the downgrade memory is dumped, then the 600 Mega bits 
accessible space is wasted. 
0007. Therefore, the memory industry is desired to utility 
the downgrade memory by enhancing accessible resource of 
the downgrade memory to achieve well use of the defected 
memories and to decrease production cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. One aspect of this invention is to provide a method 
for accessing a downgrade memory. By marking bad sectors 
of the downgrade memory, and accessing the downgrade 
memory with specific commands, the downgrade memory 
can be accessed by a host, thus, downgrade memory is still 
acceptable as a usable memory. The method is applied in a 
downgrade memory including a plurality of blocks, each 
block having a plurality of pages, and each page having a 
plurality of sectors, the downgrade memory having a plurality 
of non-accessible sectors. The method comprises the steps of 
programming an initial write command to the blocks; gener 
ating status information by programming an initial read com 
mand to the blocks after the blocks have been written; mark 
ing at least one block as a special block having at least one of 
the non-accessible sectors in response to the status informa 
tion for a follow-up accessing, wherein the status information 
indicates the at least one of the non-accessible sectors of the 
at least one block. 
0009. Another aspect of this invention is to provide a 
method for accessing a downgrade memory. By marking bad 
sectors of the downgrade memory, and accessing the down 
grade memory with specific commands, the downgrade 
memory can be accessed by a host, thus, downgrade memory 
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is still acceptable as a usable memory. The method is applied 
in a downgrade memory including a plurality of blocks, each 
block having a plurality of pages, and each page having a 
plurality of sectors, the downgrade memory having a plurality 
of non-accessible sectors. The method comprises the steps of 
parsing a write command corresponding to a special block 
having at least one of the non-accessible sectors; selecting at 
least one accessible sector according to status information of 
the special block; and programming the write command to the 
accessible sectors. The status information indicates at least 
one of the non-accessible sectors. 
0010 Yet a further aspect of this invention is to provide a 
downgrade memory apparatus. The downgrade memory 
apparatus comprises at least one management unit and a 
controller. The management unit comprises a plurality of 
blocks, each block having a plurality of pages, and each page 
having a plurality of sectors. The sectors of the downgrade 
memory comprise a plurality of accessible sectors and a plu 
rality of non-accessible sectors. The controller is configured 
to parse a write command corresponding to a special block, in 
which the special block has at least one of the non-accessible 
sectors. The controller is configured to select accessible sec 
tors according to generate status information by program 
ming an initial read command to the blocks, and mark at least 
one block as the special block in response to the status infor 
mation; wherein the status information indicates at least one 
of the non-accessible sectors of the at least one block. 
0011. The present invention makes the downgrade 
memory with non-accessible sectors available. Also, the 
present invention avoids abandoning downgrade memory and 
reduces cost. 
0012. The detailed technology and preferred embodi 
ments implemented for the subject invention are described in 
the following paragraphs accompanying the appended draw 
ings for people skilled in this field to well appreciate the 
features of the claimed invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a downgrade 
memory apparatus of the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of one block 
of the downgrade memory apparatus; 
0015 FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the write command 
for the downgrade memory apparatus; 
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates another embodiment of the present 
invention, which is a flow chart of a method for accessing a 
downgrade memory; and 
(0017 FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of operation of the 
downgrade memory when a write command is received by the 
downgrade memory from a host, after the downgrade 
memory is able for further accessing. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0018. Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention will be described in detail with reference to the 
attached drawings. 
0019. In the descriptions that follow, the present invention 
will be described in reference to embodiments that mark bad 
sectors of a downgrade memory and access the downgrade 
memory with specific commands to make the downgrade 
memory able to be accessed by a host, thus, the downgrade 
memory is still acceptable as a usable memory. However, 
embodiments of the invention are not limited to any particular 
environment, application or implementation. Therefore, the 
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descriptions of the embodiments that follow are for purposes 
of illustration and not limitation. 

0020 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a downgrade 
memory apparatus 1 of the present invention. The downgrade 
memory apparatus 1 comprises a controller 11, at least one 
management unit 13, and a look-up table 15. The manage 
ment unit 13 comprises a plurality of blocks, and FIG. 2 
illustrates a schematic diagram of one block 131 of the down 
grade memory apparatus 1. The block 131 has a plurality of 
pages 133, and each page 133 has a plurality of sectors 135. In 
other embodiments, the downgrade memory may comprise a 
plurality of blocks but the blocks are not divided into man 
agement units. That is, the management unit is Substantially 
designed to divide blocks into groups for convenient manage 
ment, as the literal meaning, and is not intended to limit the 
present invention. 
0021. The controller 11 is connected to the management 
unit 13 and the look-up table 15. To further explain operation 
of the controller 11, the block 131 is taken as an example. 
Please also refer to FIG. 2, in which the block 131 has sixty 
four pages, and each page has four sectors. The controller 11 
is configured to program an initial write command 137 to each 
sector in the block 131. The initial write command 137 is 
executed to write every sector of each page. More specifically, 
the initial write command 137 comprises a predetermined 
pattern, and the predetermined pattern includes data assigned 
to be written to each of the pages. Then, the controller 11 is 
configured to program an initial read command 139 to read 
the sectors that have been written by the initial write com 
mand 137, and to generate status information by comparing 
the predetermined pattern with read status of sectors in 
response to the initial read command 139. The status infor 
mation indicates bad sectors and/or qualified sectors, i.e. 
non-accessible sectors 1353 and/or accessible sectors 1351, 
and the controller 11 then marks at least one block 131 as a 
special block having at least one of the non-accessible sectors 
1353 in response to the status information. Additionally, the 
status information indicates the at least one of the non-acces 
sible sectors of the at least one block. Then the controller 11 
stores the status information into the look-up table 15. It 
should be noted that, preferred condition of the special block 
only has a non-accessible sector. 
0022. In this embodiment, the downgrade memory appa 
ratus 1 is assumed to have non-accessible sectors 1353 
located in sector 1 of each page. That is, the block 131 
includes a plurality of accessible sectors 1351 and a plurality 
of non-accessible sectors 1353. It is easy to understand that 
once there are too many non-accessible sectors indicated by 
the status information, the downgrade memory apparatus 1 
may be sifted out from qualified products. The ratio of non 
accessible sectors 1353 for determining qualified product is 
not a limitation of the present invention. 
0023. After the controller 11 has executed the initial write 
command 137 and the initial read command 139, the control 
ler 11 can know well distribution of accessible sectors 1351 
by retrieving the status information. For example, the status 
information is denoted as (1, 0, 1, 1) which comprises four 
bits to indicate status of four sectors, and (1,0, 1, 1) indicates 
the sector 1 is a non-accessible sector 1353 and the other 
sectors 1351 are accessible sectors in the special block. When 
the controller 11 operates to write data into the downgrade 
memory apparatus 1, the controller 11 parses a write com 
mand corresponding to the at least one special block, then 
selects accessible sectors 1351 according to the status infor 
mation, and programs the write command to write the acces 
sible sectors 1351 being selected in the special block. Alter 
natively, the controller 11 could select accessible sectors 1351 
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according to the status information of the special block first, 
and then parse a write command corresponding to the at least 
one special block, and program the write command to the 
accessible sectors 1351 being selected in the special block. As 
for description of the write command, please refer to the 
following description. 
0024 FIG. 3 illustrates an example of the write command 
for the downgrade memory apparatus 1. Generally, the write 
command comprises a head portion 310, a first addressing 
portion 311, at least one list portion, and a tail portion 319. In 
this example, the at least one list portion includes a first list 
portion 31, a second list portion 32, and a third list portion33. 
The first list portion 31 orderly comprises a linking portion 
313, a second portion 314, and a data portion 3122. The 
second list portion 32 orderly comprises a linking portion 
315, a second portion 316, and a data portion 3123. The third 
list portion 33 orderly comprises a linking portion 317, a 
second portion 318, and a data portion 3124. 
0025. The head portion 310 indicates the beginning of the 
write command. The first addressing portion 311 next to the 
head portion 310 indicates page address for being written 
with data. The first list portion 31 is adjacent to the first 
addressing portion. The second list portion 32 is adjacent to 
the first list portion 31. The third list portion 33 is adjacent to 
the second list portion32. The tail portion 319 next to the third 
list portion 33 indicates end of the written command. The 
aforementioned list portions 31, 32, 33 generally carry sector 
address and data. Accordingly, the linking portions 313, 315, 
317 are adapted to enable a random data input process for 
accessing sectors randomly. The second addressing portions 
314, 316, 318 indicate sector address for being written with 
data. The data portions 3122., 3123, and 3124 are used for 
grouping the data. In this embodiment, the linking portion 
313 of the first list portion 31 is adjacent to the first addressing 
portion 311; the linking portion 315 of the second list portion 
32 is adjacent to the data portion 3122 of the first list portion 
31; the linking portion 317 of the third list portion 33 is 
adjacent to the data portion 3124 of the second list portion32. 
Finally, the tail portion 319 is adjacent to the data portion 
3124 of the third list portion33. 
0026. In the downgrade memory apparatus 1, sector 1 of 
each page is determined as the non-accessible sectors 1353, 
therefore, each page only has three accessible sectors 1351, as 
shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 3 illustrates the written command 
carrying data that would occupy three sectors. Since the writ 
ten is executed with the downgrade memory apparatus 1, the 
controller 11 has to insert linking portion 313, 315, and 317 
into the written command. The controller 11 first parses the 
data carried in the written command, and determines that one 
page is needed for the data of the written command. Then the 
controller 11 selects three accessible sectors of the page. In 
this example, the controller 11 sequentially selects accessible 
sectors from the first page (ex. page 0). Then the controller 11 
distributes the written command into four parts linking each 
other by the linking portions 313,315, and 317. Each linking 
portion 313,315, and 317 is coupled with the second address 
ing portion 314, 316, and 318 respectively indicating acces 
sible sectors of the page 0, and each of the second addressing 
portions 314, 316, and 318 is coupled with the data portion 
3122., 3123, and 3124 respectively. The end portion 319 is 
coupled to the last data portion 3124. 
0027. Then, the controller 11 programs the written com 
mand illustrated in FIG.3 and writes the data into one page of 
the downgrade memory apparatus 1. For different memory 
standards, the first addressing portion 311 is adjacent to the 
head portion 310 of the write command may contain different 
contains. In this embodiment, the head portion 310 is a serial 
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data input command defined as 80h, the linking portions 313, 
315 and 317 are a random data input command defined as 
85h, and the tail portion 319 is a page program confirm 
command defined as 10h, wherein 80h, 85h, and 10h are 
industrial standards and widely accepted by memory manu 
facturers. 
0028 FIG. 4 illustrates another embodiment of the present 
invention, which is a flow chart of a method for accessing a 
downgrade memory. The paragraphs that follow explain 
operation of the downgrade memory apparatus 1 and the 
method illustrated in FIG. 4. 
0029. At first, Step 401 is executed to program an initial 
write command to the blocks of the downgrade memory 
apparatus 1. More specifically, the initial write command 
comprises a predetermined pattern, and the predetermined 
pattern includes data assigned to be written to each of the 
blocks. Then, Step 402 is executed to generate status infor 
mation by programming an initial read command to the 
blocks after the blocks have been written. More particularly, 
the Step 402 is executed to generate a read status in response 
to the initial read command, and compare the read status with 
the predetermined pattern to generate the status information. 
When there is any mismatch between the read status and the 
predetermined pattern, the status information would indicate 
the mismatch, representing that there is non-accessible sec 
tors in the downgrade memory apparatus 1. Then Step 403 is 
executed to mark at least one block having at least one of the 
non-accessible sectors in response to the status information, 
and the downgrade memory apparatus 1 is able for further 
accessing. 
0030 FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of operation of the 
downgrade memory apparatus 1 when a write command is 
received by the downgrade memory apparatus 1 from a host, 
after the downgrade memory apparatus 1 is able for further 
accessing. First, Step 501 is executed to parse the write com 
mand corresponding to a special block having at least one of 
the non-accessible sectors. Then Step 502 is executed to 
select accessible sectors according to the status information 
of the special block. Then Step 503 is executed to program the 
write command to the accessible sectors. 
0031. The above disclosures are related to the detailed 
technical contents and inventive features thereof. People 
skilled in this field may proceed with a variety of modifica 
tions and replacements based on the disclosures and Sugges 
tions of the invention as described without departing from the 
characteristics thereof. Nevertheless, although such modifi 
cations and replacements are not fully disclosed in the above 
descriptions, they have substantially been covered in the fol 
lowing claims as appended. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for accessing a downgrade memory including 

a plurality of blocks, each block having a plurality of pages, 
and each page having a plurality of sectors, the downgrade 
memory having a plurality of non-accessible sectors, the 
method comprising the steps of 

programming an initial write command to the blocks; 
generating status information by programming an initial 

read command to the blocks after the blocks have been 
written; and 

marking at least one block as a special block having at least 
one of the non-accessible sectors in response to the 
status information for a follow-up accessing, wherein 
the status information indicates the at least one of the 
non-accessible sectors of the at least one block. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the initial 
write command comprises a predetermined pattern. 
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3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the predeter 
mined pattern includes data assigned to be written to each of 
the pages. 

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the status 
information is generated by comparing the predetermined 
pattern with read status of sectors in response to the initial 
read command. 

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein accessible 
sectors are selected in accordance with the status information 

6. A method for accessing a downgrade memory including 
a plurality of blocks, each block having a plurality of pages, 
and each page having a plurality of sectors, the downgrade 
memory having a plurality of non-accessible sectors, the 
method comprising the steps of 

parsing a write command corresponding to a special block 
having at least one of the non-accessible sectors; 

selecting accessible sectors according to status information 
of the special block; and 

programming the write command to the accessible sectors, 
wherein the status information indicates at least one of 
the non-accessible sectors of the blocks. 

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the write 
command comprises a predetermined pattern. 

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the predeter 
mined pattern includes data assigned to be written to each of 
the pages. 

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the status 
information is generated by comparing the predetermined 
pattern with read status of sectors in response to the initial 
read command. 

10. A downgrade memory apparatus, comprising: 
at least one management unit, comprising a plurality of 

blocks, each block having a plurality of pages, and each 
page having a plurality of sectors, wherein the sectors of 
the downgrade memory comprise a plurality of acces 
sible sectors and a plurality of non-accessible sectors; 
and 

a controller, being configured to: 
generate status information by programming an initial 

read command to the blocks; and 
mark at least one block as a special block having at least 

one of the non-accessible sectors in response to the 
status information, wherein the status information 
indicates at least one of the non-accessible sectors of 
the blocks. 

11. The downgrade memory apparatus in accordance with 
claim 10, wherein the controller is further configured to pro 
gram an initial write command to the plurality of blocks, the 
initial write command comprising a predetermined pattern. 

12. The downgrade memory apparatus in accordance with 
claim 11 wherein the predetermined pattern includes data 
assigned to be written to each of the pages. 

13. The downgrade memory apparatus in accordance with 
claim 11, wherein the controller is further configured to gen 
erate the status information by comparing the predetermined 
pattern with read status of sectors in response to the initial 
read command. 

14. The downgrade memory apparatus in accordance with 
claim 10, wherein the controller is further configured to select 
accessible sectors in accordance with the status information. 
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